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HYBRID COMPUTER SIMULATION OF WIND-DRIVEN
OCEAN CURRENTS
I, INTRODUCTION

Objective of the Study

In studying natural phenomenae, one often encounters the problem of solving a set of mathematical equations which approximate the

process under investigation. Sometimes the mathematical models

become quite complex, so one has to resort to computer simulation
of these models to understand the exact nature of the system. This

is true when one studies air-sea interaction, which has evolved in
recent years as a topic of considerable research activity [12, 20]. This
is mainly due to many practical benefits achieved from such a study.

One of the consequences of the air-sea interaction is the transfer of
energy from the atmosphere in the form of wind to the sea surface
setting the ocean in motion. These wind-generated ocean currents,

also called drift currents, form one of the major components of
general oceanic circulation.

The dynamic behavior of these drift currents are described
by coupled partial differential equations which are difficult to solve
analytically. Even pure digital simulation is not economical due to

excessive computer time required for the solution of the partial

differential equations in the model. The objective of the present
work is to develop a hybrid computer model for studying the wind-

driven ocean circulation. Time-series measurements of wind and

current velocities taken from a fixed buoy will be used in the simulation study as input and comparison respectively.
Background

Walfrid Ekrnan laid the theoretical foundation for
the study of wind-driven circulation. In his classic paper [ 7 ] he
developed a mathematical model which describes the dynamic be-

havior of the wind-driven ocean currents, taking into account the

earth's rotation as well as the frictional effect between layers of
water. The concepts he developed in his paper are now known as

Ekman spiral and Ekman transport. His model contains a pair of
coupled partial differential equations called the drift equations.

Analytical solutions of these equations for the theoretical cases of
stepfunction wind as well as time-varying wind have been obtained
by several authors. [9,10,11, 15, 24]-Variations of Ekman's model have

also appeared in the literature [22, 29, 32, 35 ].Robinson [28] has

edited a collection of theoretical studies on wind-driven ocean cur-

rents.
Modern techniques used in wind and current measurements

have made it possible to obtain time-series data to study the air-sea
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interaction better. Local studies based on current meter records

have been reported in the literature. A review of the work done in
this field up to 1967 is given by Webster [40]. He finds that the

experimental results obtained by several investigators are in agreement with the theory developed by Ekman. Recent studies based on

wind and current meter records by Gonella [14] and Pollard and
Millard [27] also support Ekman's theory. In spite of the active work

in this field, the nature of two parameters in Ekman's model,
namely, the eddy-viscosity coefficient and surface wind stress are
still not well understood. So in order to predict the variation with
time and depth of the drift velocity, more knowledge about these

parameters are required. Computer simulation using data obtained
from the sea can be an effective tool in getting more insight for the

mechanism of generation of the drift currents.
In the past, both analog and digital computers have been exten-

sively used for simulation purposes. In considering system simula-

tions, each type has certain advantages over the other. The main
advantage of the analog computer is its ability to solve differential
equations more rapidly than the digital computer. This is due to

the fact that in the analog computer all the integrations are done on
a parallel basis, which means the computing time is independent of
the number of differential equations; whereas in the digital computer
the computing time increases with the number of equations. This

4

favorable feature of analog computers is especially useful in simulation studies where the differential equations have to be solved

many times due to uncertainties in the parameter values used in
the mathematical model.
Another useful feature of the analog computer in simulation
is its ability to output data on display devices without slowing down
the computation. This results in a better man /machine, interaction

than a digital computer. However, the digital computer is more
versatile than an analog computer. It has the advantages of storage

and logic control of computations. These features make it very
suitable for automated programming.
The hybrid computer has been developed to combine in one

system the advantages of both the analog and digital computers.

In, their early stages of development, hybrid computers have been

primarily used in aerospace applications. Presently they are
being used in many other applications [3,6]. It should be pointed

out, however, that at the present time, their use is not as widespread as is that of digital computers. The combination of digital
and analog computers has made it possible to solve certain classes
of problems which neither the digital computer nor the analog computer could effectively solve alone. The hybrid computer seems

especially suited for the simulation of distributed parameter systems
one encounters in physical oceanography.

5

The present work focuses on the application of a hybrid com-

puter in the simulation of wind-driven ocean currents. Although
in the past both analog and digital computers have been used for

the simulation of oceanographic processes, the author is unaware
of any publication which utilizes the hybrid computer in studying

ocean circulation. Ishiguro [18] gives a review of the analog

methods used in Oceanography. A discussion of numerical models
used in studying ocean circulation is given by Bryan [5]. Pollard

and Millard [ 27] used current meter records and digital techniques

to study the drift currents. The present study is also based on

time-series data taken from current meters placed at different
depths. Analysis of the current meter data used for this study shows
that the tidal current components are superimposed on the drift

currents; so spectral analysis techniques are used to separate the
two components for comparison purposes.
Organization of the Dissertation

The organization of the dissertation is as follows: Chapter II
describes the mathematical model and the development of the computer model. Testing of the model for the theoretical case of step-

function change in wind stress and uniform eddy viscosity coefficient

is also carried out in the same chapter by comparing the computer
results with the analytical results obtained by other investigators.

6

Chapter III gives a description of the data acquisition system

as well as the processing of the raw data. The spectral analysis
techniques used in determining the frequency components in the

measured and simulated currents are described in this chapter.
Results of the simulation study and the comparison between observed

and simulated currents are reported in Chapter IV. Finally, a
summary and scope for further work are given in Chapter V.
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II. MATHEMATICAL AND COMPUTER MODELS

Mathematical Model and Assumptions

The first step in the development of the computer model is
to obtain a set of mathematical equations which approximate the

physical process of the generation of ocean currents by wind. The

mathematical model used in the present study is similar to the one
developed by Ekman. [7] with some modifications. Ekman developed

his model considering a homogeneous ocean from surface to bottom

and the drift velocity was assumed to vanish at the bottom. However,

observational data at the site of the current measurements used in
the study shows that a thermocline exists in the upper layers of the

ocean. Recent experimental and theoretical results of other investigators (for example, see Gone lla [14] ) indicate that the wind effect

is predominant in the surface layer (also called mixed layer) above

the thermocline. So for the present study a two layer ocean with
zero velocity gradient (following Gonella [14] ) at the interface is

considered after a check of the computing algorithm is made using
Ekman's homogeneous model. Other assumptions are the same as

those made by Ekman and are as follows:
(i)

In the upper layer, the ocean is homogeneous, laterally
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unbounded and of uniform depth.

(ii) The influence of neighboring ocean currents and con-

tinents are not taken into account.

(iii) The curvature of the earth is neglected and the sea-

surface is treated as planar.
(iv) The water is regarded as incompressible.

(v) The horizontal pressure gradient forces are disregarded
and a hydrostatic condition is assumed.

(vi) The sea-surface is impelled by a wind equal in strength
and direction over the whole region and only the horizontal circula-

tion is considered.

A left-handed cartesian coordinate system is chosen to describe the motion. The coordinate system is chosen in such a way

that the xy-plane coincides with the sea-surface and the positive
directions of x and y are along the east and the north directions,
respectively. z is taken to be positive in the downward direction.
Using this coordinate system and with the above assumptions, the
mathematical model for the drift currents contains the following

partial differential equations:
au (z, t)
at

ay (z, t)
at

f v (z, t) + az8 (A(z) au (z, t)
az
u (z,

+

a

(A(z)

ay (z,
az

,
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where

u (z, t) = east-west component of current velocity (cm/sec)
t) = north-south component of current velocity (cm/sec)
A (z)
= eddy viscosity coefficient (cm2/sec) which is,
in general, dependent on the space variable z.
(z,

= coriolis parameter = 2 S2 Sint , where C2 is the

f

angular velocity of the earth.
The boundary conditions are:
)

At the sea-surface
Tx(t) = -A(0) p az
(2)

av

Ty (t) = -A(0) p az

where

T (t) = east-west component of wind stress (dynes/cm 2 )
T (t) = north-south component of wind stress (dynes/cm )
p

= density of water (gm/cm3).

(ii) The velocity gradient is assumed to vanish at the interface of the two layers (where z = H), which gives the bottom boundary
condition:
au
az

Z,

I

av
(z, t) I
ax

z=H

z..

°

(3)
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(iii) Finally, considering the water as initially at rest,
u (z, 0) = 0
(4)

v (z, 0) = 0

Development of the Computer Model

Summary of Analog/Hybrid Computer Methods for
Solving Distributed Parameter Systems

Several methods have been developed in the past for analog/

hybrid computer solution of partial differential equations. Detailed
discussions of the techniques can be found in papers of Vichnevetsky
[36, 37] and Schuchmann [30]. The methods can be broadly classified

into four categories, namely:
(i) "Continuous space, discrete time (CSDT)" method in

which the time derivative is replaced by a finite difference approximation while the space variable remains continuous.
(ii) "Discrete space, continuous time (DSCT)" method where

finite difference approximations are used to replace the partial

derivatives with respect to the space variables and time is treated
as continuous.

(iii) "Discrete space, discrete time (DSDT)" method in which

both the space and time derivatives are replaced by finite difference
approximations.

(iv) Monte Carlo method which is based on probability theory.
Choice of A Solution Method and Its Application to the
Drift Equations

In considering the computer solution for the drift equations (1),

several factors such as stability, accuracy, and programming effort
have to be taken into account. The drift equations are of the

parabolic type and it is shown by Mackay and Fisher [21] that the
DSCT method is best suited for this type of equation. This is

mainly because of the stability of solutions and programming simplicity. Although the DSCT method is demanding in analog equip-

ment for detailed simulations, the components required for moderately accurate solutions of the drift equations were found to be well
within the capability of a medium-size hybrid computing system

(Electronic Associates, Inc., 690). Moreover, this method closely
resembles the actual physical process represented by the equations.
As already mentioned, in the DSCT method all derivatives

with respect to the space variable z are approximated by finite
difference expressions. The z-domain is represented by a set
of equally spaced points called grid points.
The second derivatives with respect to depth,

expressed by the central difference forms:

are

12
a2U

az2

1

vm
az2

(Um+
1

(Az)2

1

( Az)

2 um + um-1)

(vm+1 - 2 vm + vm-1)

2

(5)

(6)

where m denotes the number of the grid point and Az represents the distance between the grid points.
Substituting equations (5) and (6) in equation (1),
au

at

av

Stn

A

=fv

+

m (um+1

- 2 um + um-1)

(7)

(6 z)2

--f u

A
+

(Az)

2 vm + vm-i )

(vm+1

2

(8)

Note that at the sea-surface (m=0) non-existing u -1 and v-1 are
required. By using a central difference approximation of the
boundary condition) equation (2) becomes:
au

O

,,,,

az

u

1

u
2 Az

2AzT
from which u -1 = u1 + Aop x
2,AzT

Similarly, v_1 = v1 +
op

-1

-Tx
Aop
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Thus for m=0, equations (7) and (8) become
Du

2A 2A

=

at

f vo +

(Az)

a vo

AzT

o

'111 + A

2

(9)

AzT

2A

-f uo+

at

- uo)

p

(v
(.Az)2

+
1

A

- vo)

(10)

op

Applying central difference approximations to the bottom boundary
conditions given in equation (3), we get,
au

n
az
.

Similarly,

u

1

n

- un-1
Liz

u

n

",
=

0

= un-1

n

n-1

Therefore, for m=n-1, equations (7) and (8) become,
Dun-

az

av

1

- f vn-1 +

An-1

n-1 = -f un-1 +

az

- u n-

(Oz)2
(

(12)
1

An-1
(Az)

2

(vn-2 - vn-1)

For 1 < m < n - 2, equations (7) and (8) hold.
Here we have divided the depth H into n increments.

(13)
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Mechanization of the Drift Equations on
the Hybrid Computer

The simulation of the drift currents was carried out on an

Electronic Associates, Inc., 690 hybrid computer system in the
Simulation Laboratory of the Department of Electrical and Computer
Engineering at Oregon State University. This system consists of
an EAI 680 analog computer, an EAI 693 data interface and an EAI
640 digital computer. The unit is complete in itself with hybrid

software and display devices which allow good man/machine inter-

action and therefore is very suited for simulation studies. The
software consists of a programming language called HOI (Hytran

Operations Interpreter) which permits the analog and digital computers to operate compatibly in a hybrid fashion. Details of the
hybrid computer programming of the drift equations are given in
Appendix A. The major steps involved in the programming are

given in the block diagram of Figure 1.
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DRIFT
EQUATIONS

DIGITAL
CHECK OF
ANALOG
PROGRAM

SCALED

COMPUTER
EQUATIONS

AUTOMATIC
SET-UP OF
ANALOG
COMPONENTS

(off-line check

ANALOG
COMPUTER
DIAGRAM

DIGITAL CHECK
OF ANALOG
COMPUTER
SET-UP

Ism

(on -line check)

AUTOMATED
OPERATION
OF HYBRID
PROGRAMS

Figure 1. Block diagram showing the steps involved in hybrid computer programming
of drift equations.

Testing of the Computer Model

Results for a Step-Function Wind
The computer model was tested for the fictitious case of a

step-function wind directed along the y-axis on a homogeneous ocean

with constant eddy-viscosity coefficient. This particular case was

treated to test the validity of the computer model; since an analytical
solution for it already exists [15].
The fact that the wind stress is directed along the y-axis eliminates the Tx term in equation (9). Also in the analytical solution obtained by Hidaka [15], the ocean was considered as homogeneous

from surface to bottom and the drift velocities were assumed to vanish
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at the bottom, whereas in the two-layer model discussed in the last
section, the velocity gradients were taken as zero.

In order to

make comparisons with the analytical solution, un and v in equation

(11) were considered as zero for the test case. The computer equations (7) to (13) corresponding to the original drift equations have

been simulated on the hybrid computer for six increments in z (n=6).
Figure 2 shows the analog interconnection diagram, where the outputs uo'

.

. u 5 and v o'

.

v

5

represent the east-west and

north-south drift velocity components at six different depths.

Numerical values used in the simulation are:
A, the eddy viscosity coefficient =

D

2f

- 126 cm2/sec

27r

where

D is Ekman's depth of frictional influence and is assumed to
be equal to 50 meters,

p, density of sea water
f

,

=

1 gm/cm 3 (nominal)

coriolis parameter at 45o latitude = 2S2 sisink = 10 -4 rad/sec

T , wind stress in the north direction = 1 dyne /cm2.
Since the real time solution of the drift equations was very
slow, the computer solution was time-scaled in such a way that
one second of computer time corresponded to one pendulum

hour of the problem time. The pendulum hour is the unit of time

17

4

T(TS

aerl..16
Ira
11.9

12

10

V3

35

65
46

95
011

Figure 2. Analog interconnection diagram for the solution of drift
equations. TXTS and TYTS are x and y components of
wind stress time series. For test case of step input
TXTS = 0 and TYTS = 1 dyne/cm2.
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appearing in the analytical solution of the drift equations obtained
by Hidaka,

The ratio of one pendulum hour to a temporal hour is

nearly 1/sincl; where 4) is the latitude.

Hidaka computed the drift currents for four different ratios
of H/D, namely,

.?-1,

Also in his analytical solution

1, 1 and 11.

H/D appears as a normalizing factor. However, in the present
simulation a fixed value of D (50 meters) was chosen and solutions
were obtained for H/D ratios !.7,

i, 1 and 11, the same cases

treated by Hidaka. Thus in the computer model, the value of H was

changed from 12.5 meters to 75 meters correspondingly changing

the step size Az.
Figure 3 shows the plots of velocity components versus time
at depths z=0 and z =0. 5H for the four different cases. As can be

seen from the figure, the development of the drift currents is
dependent on the magnitude of H/D. As

-Hll

gets larger, we get

more oscillations and the response approaches the case of an
ocean of infinite depth. Figure 4 shows the x-y plotter output of
the drift velocity hodograph at z=0 and z=0.51-1 for the four different

values of H/D. Notice that the u component is relatively small
for -H
D

= -1

4

which means that in shallow waters the rotation of the

earth has little influence and the drift current is mainly dependent

on the tangential wind stress. As

H
D

is increased from a to 11,

it takes more time for the end point of the current vector to

OD
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1 dyne/cm2 directed along the y-axis
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converge to the stationary point. For D

11, the nature of motion

is nearly equal to the case of an ocean of infinite depth.
Comparison Between Computer Solution
and Analytical Solution

To test the validity of the computer model, the results obtained
for the case of the step-function wind were compared to those obtained by Hidaka [15]

.

The currents in Hidaka's solution are in non

dimensional units with both the u's and v's divided by a factor
TD

1
cm /sec.
TrAp

So they were converted into 'dimensional quantities by

multiplying with this factor in order to compare with the computer
solution.

The dotted lines in Figure 3 show the solutions obtained by the

analytical method. Comparing the two solutions, it is seen that the

computer results are very close to the results obtained by Hidaka.
The maximum difference in the two solutions is for the case of

H

=

This is to be expected, since the step size Az is laigest for this case.
Even for this case the solutions agree quite well except for the surface velocity components (Fig. 3d). This is due to the fact that the

difference approximation had to be applied twice at the sea-surface to
eliminate the non-existing terms u_1 and v_1 (see equations ,(9 ) and (10)).

An exact mathematical analysis of the accuracy of the finite
difference scheme requires calculation of the eigenvalues and eigen
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functions of the difference equation representation. If the computed
eigenvalues agree well with the eigenvalues of the analytical solution

and if the corresponding eigenfunctions have similar shapes, then

accurate results from the difference scheme can be expected. But
this procedure is quite tedious; since the determination of the eigen-

values for our particular case requires finding the roots of a characteristic polynomial of the 12th order* and an analysis on this line is

not attempted here. An error analysis based on the above procedure
is given by McKay and Fisher [21] for a simple heat equation. Howe
and Haneman [16] who have applied the present difference scheme to
the same heat equation have calculated the deviation of the eigenvalues

of the difference equation representation from those of the analytical
solution. They have reported that the eigenvalues of the difference

scheme are somewhat smaller, but the eigenfunction shapes agree
exactly. The error will be greater for higher eigenvalues, but for-

tunately the higher eigenvalues have less influence on the system

response. Also the error can be reduced by decreasing the step size.
A qualitative account of the error introduced by the difference
approximation can be given by looking at the variation of u and v with
depth z. Figure 5 shows the calculated, steady-state variations of

* The expansion of the determinant of the coefficients used in the
present difference scheme would result in a polynomial of 12th order.
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Figure 5. Variations of u and v with depth for unit step of wind stress
(1 dyne/cm2) for H/D = 1 and H/D = 1 1/2. D = 50 meters
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u and v with depth for

D

= 1 and

= 11, where maximum error can

be expected because of increased spacing, A z. Theoretically the

steady state values of u and v should be equal to 6.25 cm/sec at the

sea-surface (z = 0) for these cases. However Figure 5 shows there
are errors in the computed values of u and v at z = 0. One reason for
these errors is that the finite difference approximations had to be
applied twice to satisfy the boundary conditions at the sea-surface.
Also looking at the shapes of the velocity components with depth,

the error is found to be larger for those plots of u and v where there
are rapid changes in their slopes. For these curves a second order
difference approximation (i. e., a parabolic fit) becomes inappropriate
in those regions where the functions have maximum rate of changes

thus introducing an error in their estimate. The error could have
been reduced either by increasing the number of grid points or by

using higher order difference approximations. However, lack of
additional computing elements in the analog section of the hybrid

computer limited this study to a second order approximation with

six grid points. As already mentioned, one of the main advantages
of the difference scheme employed here is the stability of the solutions. This is to be expected as the scheme closely resembles the

actual physical process it represents.
Notice that it is also possible to treat the case of a depthvarying eddy viscosity coefficient in the computer model. Assuming
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the eddy viscosity coefficient has a constant value in the interval Az,

it is only a matter of changing the potentiometer coefficients at

various grid points. This is not treated here because the case of a
uniform eddy viscosity coefficient gives an average value which is
sufficient to describe the general nature of the motion in homogeneous

water.
The fact that the computer results show good agreement with
the analytical solution for the case of a step-function wind and uniform eddy viscosity coefficient enables us to conduct further study

in the nature of drift currents using data obtained from the sea. The
next step in the simulation is to find the response of the model to

the time series wind stress calculated from the wind speed measurements at the sea and then compare the results with the measured

currents. Before doing this a description and analysis of the data
used in the study are given.
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III.

DATA DESCRIPTION, PROCESSING AND ANALYSIS

Data Source

The data used in the simulation was obtained from the TOTEM
buoy developed by the School of Oceanography at Oregon State Uni-

versity. The location of the buoy was at 44°59. 6'N, 124°44. 7'W,
about 35 miles northwest of Newport, Oregon. The site (Fig. 6) is

near the upper edge of the continental slope where the ocean is
about 500 meters deep.

The structure of the buoy and details of the instrumentation

used in the acquisition of the data are described elsewhere (see
references [26, 42].

Only a brief discussion is included here. The

buoy is 180 feet long and cylindrical in shape with a diameter of
6 feet. The top portion of the buoy provides a stable platform for

instruments, power supplies, navigational aids and telemetry
equipment.

Wind speed and direction at the buoy site are sensed by a
Skyvane anemometer and recorded as two continuous traces by a

Rustrack recorder at a rate of one-half inch per hour. The anemometer was mounted at the top of a tower which extends three meters
above the buoy structure and ten meters above sea level.

Currents are

measured with Bendix-Marine Adviser's Ducted Meters extended
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Figure 6. Location of TOTEM buoy.
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20 feet from the buoy at depths of 14 and 34 meters. Current speed

and direction sensed by each current meter were recorded on separate channels of a Rustrack recorder. Continuous measurements of
wind and current were taken from July 20 to August 21, 1971, and

these records are used for the present study.
Data Processing

The strip chart records of speed and direction were sampled at
ten minute intervals and the values were converted to digital form.
These values were stored on magnetic tapes. For simulation purposes, the east-west and north-south components of wind and current

velocities were calculated from the speed and direction series. Also
a data reduction method developed by the Coastal Upwelling Group at
the School of Oceanography was employed to convert the data interval

from ten minutes to one hour. This conversion makes use of a
moving average scheme with a low-pass digital filter which has

a total of 73 terms in its weighting function and the half power

frequency at 0.5 cycle per hour. Yao [41] gives a more complete
description of the method and its advantages. After the, conversion

to one-hour intervals, there were 559 data points in the time series
out of which only 512 data points were used in the present study, due

to the restriction imposed by the spectral analysis programs subsequently used for analysing the data.
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Calculation of Wind Stress from Wind Speed Data

One of the difficulties in studying the wind driven circulation is
the lack of knowledge about the mechanism of momentum transfer be-

tween wind and the sea-surface. The exact relationship between wind
stress and wind speed is not known [23J. However, approximate for-

mulas based on experimental results have been developed to calculate

the wind stress. One of the most commonly used empirical relationships for the determination of wind stress is the one developed by
Ekman [7]. The same formula is used in the present study to obtain

the wind stress data series from the wind speed record as follows:
Tx = Cp'uwS
T

y

(14)

Cp'vwS

where

Tx(t) = east-west component of wind stress (dyne /cm2)

Ty(t) = north-south component of wind stress (dyne/cm2)
u (t) = east-west component of wind velocity (cm/sec)
v

(t) = north-south component of wind velocity (cm/sec)

S (t) = wind speed (cm/sec) and S2=u

2

+v

2

P1

= mean air density near sea-surface = 1.25 x10

C

= non-dimensional drag coefficient = 2.6 x 10-3

3

.3
gm/cm

This value of C was estimated by Ekman by observing the slope of

the sea-surface during a storm in the Baltic Sea. It is approximately
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in the middle of the estimates that followed from the results of

later investigations.
Hydrographic Data

In studying the wind-driven circulation it is useful to know

the hydrographic conditions of the site where the wind and current

measurements were made. The variations of temperature, density, and salinity with depth have an influence on the extent to which

the wind can produce currents in the ocean. Since the distribution

of temperature, density (also called sigma-t) and salinity in the
ocean vary with seasons, it is necessary to get the hydrographic

data approximately the same time when current measurements
were made.

On July 31, 1971, which is about in the middle of the data

series monitored by the TOTEM buoy, a hydrographic station,
located about two miles west of the TOTEM site, was made by
the research vessel CAYUSE of Oregon State University. Thus

the oceanic conditions around the TOTEM site can be approxi-

mately described by the hydrographic data collected at this station.

The vertical profiles of the temperature, salinity and sigma-t
from the surface down to 100 meters depth are shown in
Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Vertical profile of temperature, salinity and sigma-t at
station 10 of Y7107C cruise; lat. 45°00.2' N, long. 124°
49.3' W, July 31, 1971 (dotted lines in the figure indicate
the depths at which current measurements were made).
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From Figure 7 it is seen that there is a sharp decrease in
temperature (known as thermocline) from about 10 meters down to

45 meters. The action of winds and waves strongly mix the layer of
water above the thermocline and this upper layer Ls called the mixed

layer or the surface layer. The difference in density between the
upper layer and the cooler water below inhibits free mixing and the

ocean can be considered as made up of two layers, the water in the
lower layer being slightly denser than in the upper layers and the two

masses of water may be regarded as separated by the thermocline.

Because of its different temperature, density and salinity, the surface layer moves in a system of currents which is almost independent
of deep circulation. It is also seen from the figure that the current

at 14 meters was measured at the bottom of the mixed layer and the

one at 34 meters is measured near the lower end of the thermocline.
Analysis of Data

Elementary Statistical Properties
For data analysis purposes, the components of the wind stress
time series are denoted by TXTS and TYTS, where TXTSis the x (east)
component of wind stress and TYTS, the y component (north). The time

series current components are designated by CX14, CY14 corresponding to the x, y components at 14 meters depth and CX34 and CY34
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for those at 34 meters depth.
The elementary statistical properties of the reduced data

series are given in Table 2. They are useful in describing the
general features of the wind stress and current data. Referring
to the table the following descriptions of the data can be made:

(i) the overall direction of the wind stress field is
towards the southwest; since the mean values of TXTS and TYTS

are -.87 dyne /cm2 and -1.06 dyne/cm 2, respectively. The
range of wind stress values for the two components appear to be
the same.
(ii) Looking at the mean values of the current field at 14

meters, it is seen that the overall mean direction of the current
field is southward as the x component is only .01 cm/sec while
the y component is -19.37 cm/sec.
(iii) The overall mean direction of the current field at 34

meters is toward south-southwest since its x and y components

are -9.91 cm/sec and -14.02 cm/sec, respectively.
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Table 1. Basic Statistical Properties of TOTEM Data (July 21-August 11, 1971). (TXTS, TYTS
are x and y components of wind stress series; CX14, CX34 are x component of current
data at 14 meter and 34 meter depths, and CY14 and CY34 the corresponding y components. There are 512 data points in each series.)
Data series

TXTS

2

TYTS

(dyne/cm )

CX14

(cm/sec)

CY14

(cm/sec)

CX34

CY34

(cm/sec)

(cm /sec)

Mean

-.87

-1.06

.01

-19.37

-10.73

-15.08

Variance

2.36

2.60

59,57

98.71

52.M

102.97

Standard

1.54

1.62

7.71

9.93

7.25

10.30

deviation
Max. value

2.39

1.55

18.52

2.44

4.40

0.05

Min. value

-6.25

-7.02

-24.99

-53.46

-30.58

-42.51

8.64

8.57

43.51

55.90

34.98

42.56

Range

Spectral Analysis

Although the basic statistical properties are useful in des-

cribing the system in general terms, they are not sufficient to get
a clear understanding of its dynamic behavior. A power spectrum
analysis of the data seems to offer more insight into the performance
of the system. Spectral analysis is especially useful when dealing
with complex dynamic systems such as the one under present
investigation.

Both analog and digital spectrum estimators have been
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developed in the past [4]. With the development of the Fast

Fourier Transform algorithms, digital spectrum analysis techniques have attained more universal acceptance. Also in dealing
with systems having frequency components close together as is

the case in the present study, the digital technique seems more
suitable. This is mainly due to the practical difficulty in imple-

menting very narrow band-pass filters in the analog spectrum

analyser. For the present study, digital spectrum analysis is
used.

The theory and methods of digital spectrum analysis have

been discussed in the literature, for example see Jenkins and
Watts [19].

Since prepackaged routines [25]were already available

for calculating the spectral density, they were used in obtaining

the power spectrum. One of the basic requirements for using

the spectral analysis routines is that the time series be stationary
in the wide sense. This means that the mean is a finite constant

of all events in the series and the covariance between any two

events in the series is finite and a function only of their separation

in the series. The wind stress and ocean current series were
tested for wide sense stationarity and were found to pass the test
[41],

The major steps involved in the computation of the spectral

density function of a stationary time series, for example
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X(t), t=1,

N are as follows:

(i) Calculate the sample autocovariance function using the formula

R(u) = 1
where u = 0,

N-u
E
t=1

X' (t) X' (t+u)

(15)

Umax <N, are the lags and X' (t) is a new

1,

time series obtained by removing the mean from the original series,
that is,
N

X' (t) = X(t)

E

X(t).

(16)

t=1

(ii) The autocovariance function is normalised by dividing

by the variance to get the autocorrelation function given by
r(u) =

11/L)).

(17)

R(o)

(iii) Next, the weights of a lag window are calculated. The
lag window used in the present study is the Tukey window whose
weights are given by
w

cos

) for M <

1

(18)

if

M

1

where M is the truncation point and is equal to the length of the

array of weights (M-l<Umax)
(iv) Finally, the spectral density function S(f) is obtained by
finding the one-sided Fourier Transform of the autocorrelation
function using the formula
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S (f) = 2

{r (0) + 2

M-1
E

r(u). w(-- ) cos (27rfu

0<f< 1- (19)

u=1

where frequency f is in normalised units of cycles/ data interval.
Results of Spectral Analysis on TOTEM Data

Using the routine described in the last section, the spectral
density functions of the wind stress and current data were obtained.
Figure 8a shows the time plot of the east-west component of the

wind stress data and Figure 8b is the spectral density function of
the same wind stress component. Figures 9a and 9b give the time
plot and spectral density function of the north-south component of

wind stress. As can be seen from the spectral density figures,
the wind during the observation period is fairly constant as shown

by the maximum peak at zero frequency. Power is also present at
frequencies close to the zero frequency. A minor peak can be seen
in the frequency range of 0.035 to 0.05 cycle per hour.

The east-west component of the time series current measurements is shown in Figure 10a and the corresponding spectral
density function is given by Figure 10b. Strip chart recordings

and spectral density function of the north-south component of the

same current are shown in Figures 1 la and 11b. It is clear from
the spectral density functions of the two current components that

the major contribution to the power spectrum is from the
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semidiurnal tidal frequency of 0.08 cycle per hour. There is also
a distinct peak close to the frequency corresponding to the coriolis

parameter f (known as the inertial frequency). The inertial
frequency has a value of 0.057 cycle per hour at the location of the

current measurements. A diurnal component of the tidal current

is also present in the measured currents. Its peak corresponding
to 0.04 cycle per hour is more noticeable in the north-south
direction meaning it has a larger component in this direction compared to the east-west component.

Figures 12 and 13 show the strip chart recordings and
spectral density functions of current components at a depth of 34

meters. The power spectrum in Figures 12b and 13b again show
peaks corresponding to semidiurnal and diurnal tidal frequencies

as well as the inertial frequency. There is also a large steady
state component for the current in the east-west direction at 34

meters.
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Figure 8a. Plot of E-IAT component of TOTEM wind stress data
July 21-August 11, 1971.
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Figure 9a. N-S component of TOTEM wind stress data July 21-August 11, 1971.
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Figure 9b. Spectral density function of the data shown in Figure 9a.

Figure 1 Oa. Plot of E-W component of measured TOTEM current at

14 meters, July 2I-August 11, 19 71.
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Figure 10b. Spectral density function of E-W component of current data
shown in Figure 10a.
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Figure 12b. Spectral density function of the current data shown in Figure 12a.
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Figure 13a. Plot of N-S component of measured current at 34 meters
for TOTEM data July 21- August 11, 1971.
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IV. MODEL RESPONSE TO WIND STRESS AND ANALYSIS
OF SIMULATION RESULTS

Performing the Simulation Study Using
TOTEM Wind Stress Data Series

To simulate the wind driven currents, the computer model

described in Chapter II and the wind stress time series described
in Chapter III were used. The computer model was tested for the

theoretical case of a step-function wind. The objective of the present

simulation was to find the response of the model to wind stress calculated from the measured wind speed data.
Referring to the analog interconnection diagram of Figure 2,

in Chapter II, the time series wind stress components TXTS and
TYTS appear as inputs to the integrators (0 and 2, respectively)
that compute Uo and V

0

.

In the step-function case TXTS was zero

and TYTS was a unit step-function which was available in the analog

section itself. In the present study, both TXTS and TYTS were in
digital form and were stored on paper tapes. So they had to be con-

verted into analog signals using digital to analog converters.
A timing device was necessary to synchronize the data input

with the operation of the analog components. A sense line in conjunction with a timer available in the analog section was used for
this purpose. The sense line,which is essentially a flip-flop,
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becomes 'high' whenever the timer output pulse becomes 'high'.

The timer interval was adjusted to be equal to the data interval time,
taking into account the time scale factor of the computer solution.

Since the state of the sense line can only be tested from the digital
computer, an executive control program (given in Figure B-7,
Appendix B), which also automated the operation of the hybrid com-

puter, was written to test the sense line and for inputting the data.
Referring to Figure 8a, it is seen that there is high frequency

noise due to sampling in the windstress series. These noise components had to be filtered out to ensure proper operation of the
analog components. This was accomplished by passing the data

coming out of the digital to analog converters through first order,

low pass, analog filters. These smoothed data thus became the
input to the computer model.

Parameter Values Used in the Simulation
As shown in Chapter II, the nature of the development of

the drift currents depends on the parameter D, Ekman's depth of
frictional influence. For the case of a step-function wind treated

there, D was assumed to be equal to 50 meters. This choice was

quite arbitrary; since the value of D appeared only
as a normalising factor in the analytical solution
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obtained by Hidaka [15]. However, in simulating the drift currents

for the wind stress data, it is necessary to know more exact values
of the parameter D. Accurate determination of D is by no means

an easy task; because it requires direct observation of the drift

currents at different depths. From the analysis of the current data
in the previous chapter, it is seen that the measured current contains
other components, such as tidal currents, which make the exact
measurement of D all the more difficult. This means that there is
also difficulty in estimating the value of A, which is related to D by

Ekman's formula for the depth of frictional influence. As pointed
out by Sverdrup, Johnson and Fleming [33], oceanographic data give
values of eddy viscosity ranging from 1 to 1000 cm2/sec which

shows the uncertainty involved in its estimate.
As a first approximation, the value of D was chosen to be 20

meters. This gave, using Ekman's formula, an eddy viscosity
coefficient of 20.2 cm 2/sec. It is possible to vary the value of the
parameter D (hence that of A) during the course of the simulation
study, thus taking advantage of the relative ease with which parameter changes can be accomplished in the hybrid computer. The
depth of the thermocline layer (the value of H) was taken to be 42

meters. The hydrographic data (Figure 7) show that the circulation
below this level can be considered as deep circulation where the
wind does not have a direct influence. The water above the
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thermocline was assumed to be homogeneous with an average

value of density equal to 1.023 gm/cm3. Now the bottom boundary
condition was different from that of the step-function case. For

the present simulation, the velocity gradients of the current components were assumed to vanish at the interface of the two layers,

whereas in the step-function case, the drift current was assumed
to be zero at the bottom. A six-grid difference scheme was used
so that the third and the last grid points would approximately

correspond to the 14 meter and 34 meter levels in the oceans

where current measurements were made. The coriolis parameter
was the same as in the step-function case. The HOI programs
(Appendix B) calculated and set the potentiometer coefficients using

the above parameter values. The computed currents were recorded

on a strip-chart recorder and on paper tapes for analysis purposes.
Analysis of Simulation Results
Model Response for D=20 Meters

During the simulation the currents at six different depths
were computed for the wind stress series and for D=20. Spectral
analysis was done on the computed current components corresponding to the 14 meter level to determine the major frequency. components. Figure 14 gives the spectral density functions of the two
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current components. It is clear from the figure that the major con-

tribution to the power spectrum is from the inertial frequency of
0.057 cycle per hour. There is also significant contribution to the

power spectrum from frequencies in the range of 0.035 cycle per

hour to 0.05 cycle per hour. This can be explained by referring to
the wind spectrum (Figures 8b and 9b) where we find a peak in the

same frequency range leading to the conclusion that the peak in the

computed current spectrum is due to fluctuations in the wind stress
of the same frequency. There is also a steady state (zero frequency)

component in the current spectrum due to the steady state component

in the wind stress spectrum. The spectral density function figures

give the relative amplitudes of power at various frequencies. For
D = 20, it is clear that the major portions of the power are concen-

trated at frequencies corresponding to the coriolis parameter f and
those corresponding to wind stress fluctuations.
A simulation of the drift currents for D = 20 with zero values
for the velocity components at the interface was also performed to

determine the difference in system response compared to the zerogradient boundary condition for the velocity. The spectral density

figures for the two cases are shown in Figure 14. The figures show

that there is no significant difference in the forced responses for the
two cases as shown by the relatively small error between the spectra
at frequencies corresponding to the input wind-stress variations.
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However the peak corresponding to the inertial frequency f is larger
for the zero velocity boundary condition, showing the free responses
for the two boundary conditions are different. The two boundary con-

ditions are the extreme cases and it can be concluded that choosing
one boundary condition over the other affects the natural response of

the model while its forced response is less affected by either of the
boundary conditions.

A direct comparison with the observed current and the computed

current at this stage of the simulation study is not possible, because
the tidal currents form a major constituent of the observed currents,
as shown by the spectral peaks corresponding to the semidiurnal and
diurnal frequencies. In the computer model, only pure drift currents
were considered. The drift currents are formed mainly in the surface

layers of the ocean, whereas the tidal currents exist in deeper layers
as well. Also the tidal characteristics vary from place to place. It

is possible that the presence of these tidal forces can modify the
nature of the wind-driven circulation. For example, looking at frequencies corresponding to the peaks due to inertial oscillations in the

observed and simulated currents, it is seen that there is a difference
in their values, the measured spectrum (0. 062 cycle/hour) showing a
slightly higher value than the simulated one (0. 057 cycle/hour). The

simulated spectrum has the inertial frequency corresponding to the

coriolis parameter f. The higher value in the measured spectrum
may be due to interactions with tidal oscillations which were not
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considered in the simulation.
Filtering of the Semidiurnal Tidal Component

Spectral analysis of the measured current data showed that
semidiurnal and diurnal frequency components are present in the

current meter records. Of these two components, the semidiurnal
component contributes most to the power spectrum, as shown by the
maximum peak in the spectral density function figures for the

measured current spectra given in the previous chapter. Any conparison between the observed and simulated wind-driven currents

requires that the tidal component be filtered out of the current
data. The diurnal component, although not as significant as the

semidiurnal one, also contributes to the power spectrum. However,
it has a larger component in the north-south direction as shown by
the distinct peak in the power spectrum of the current components
in that direction. The wind stress also has a component that fluc-

tuates at the diurnal frequency and therefore the current at this
frequency will have components due to wind as well as due to diurnal
tidal frequency. So it is not possible to effectively filter out the
diurnal tidal component.

In the case of the semidiurnal tidal component, there is no
wind stress fluctuations corresponding to its frequency of 0. 08 cycle

per hour. So it is possible to filter out this component from the
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current data. A low pass digital filter is used to accomplish this
task. Details of the filtering method used here can be found in an
Oregon State University Computer Center publication [25]. Only

the major steps are included here.
First, the weights of the low pass filter are determined using
a taper function. There are several taper functions available.

The choice of the taper function and the length of the series of terms

in it are determined by the desired sharpness of cut-off and by the

side band characteristics of the required filter. The taper function
used here is called the Cosine (or Tukey) taper and has the following
form.

k

=

C0S

ILLC )

n

2

where M is the length of taper function series and is determined

from the desired characteristics of the filter. For the present
problem, the cut-off frequency (amplitude ratio 12 or -6db) was
chosen to be 0.06 cycle per hour and an amplitude ratio of

10

(which corresponds to -20db) at 0.07 cycle per hour. To meet this

requirement a value of M equal to 50 was necessary.
The filter weights are determined by multiplying the taper
function by a transmission factor to obtain the desired frequency

.response characteristic of the filter as follows:
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where Uk is the filter weights and F is the cut-off frequency
(corresponding to amplitude ratio of

1

2

or -6db). The filter weights

are normalised using the relationship
Uk
,

k

Uo + 2

k = 0,

1,

... M-1

(22)

U.

i=1

1.

These normalised filter weights are now convolved with the

data series using discrete convolution, that is,

J-I

Y(t) = E X (t-k) W(k), t= J-1, J

L-1

(23)

k=0

where Y(t) is the filtered series, X(t) is the data series, W(k) is
the weighting function, J is the number of filter weights, and L

is the length of the data series. Notice that the number of terms in

the filtered series is J-1 terms less than the number of terms in the
original series.
Using the above procedure, the semidiurnal component in the

measured current series at 14 meter depth was filtered out and on

the resulting filtered series, a spectral analysis was carried out.
Figure 15 shows the spectral density functions of the two filtered

current components at 14 meters.

Comparing the spectra of the original data series, and the
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filtered series, it is seen that the major contribution to the filtered
power spectrum is from the zero frequency component and that the

semidiurnal component in the original series has been filtered out.
As expected, in the power spectrum of the north-south component

there is significant contribution from the diurnal tidal frequency.

The inertial frequency components are present in both spectra. A
minor peak in the frequency range of 0.015 cycle per hour to 0. 032

cycle per hour is also seen in the two spectra. A definite answer to
the cause of this oscillation cannot be given since there is no noticeable peak in the wind stress spectra in this frequency range; although
spectral density curves of the wind spectrum show that there is power
corresponding to this frequency range.

Estimation of the Eddy Viscosity Parameter
The spectral density function of the computed, current (for

example, Figure 14a) shows the oscillatory response of the model
as shown by the maximum peak at the inertial frequency. The

current spectrum has a marked difference from the input wind

stress spectrum. However, the spectrum of the measured current
(with semidiurnal tidal component removed) shows a more close

resemblance with the wind stress spectrum. This means that the
value of D (therefore also that of the eddy viscosity A) chosen as a
first approximation was too low and it has to be changed to match
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the model response to actual system response,

The hybrid computer is very suited for parameter optimization.

This is due to the fact that the analog computer can solve the

differential equations fast while the digital computer can evaluate

the model response and easily change the parameter values and
set up the analog potentiometer coefficients. Several parameter

optimization procedures using the hybrid computer have been

developed in the past. Bekey [2] gives a review of the more commonly used methods in hybrid simulation.

The parameter estimation procedure used here is a simple
search technique described schematically by the block diagram
shown in Figure 16.
Noise

System Response

Performance
Index
Computation

Figure 16. Block diagram showing the parameter optimization scheme.
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The performance index used here is the sum of the squared
error between the observed and simulated system response given by
J=

E
k =1

(Y

m (t

)

- Ys t

) 2, k=1,

2,

(24)

where J is the performance index, Y (t) is the measured response,
Y

s(t) is the simulated response and N is the length of the time

series.
The objective here is to find the value of the parameter which

minimizes the performance index J. This technique was applied
to our problem of estimating the optimum value of the parameter D.

The filtered current component in the east west direction at 14

meters has the least influence from the tidal currents and this

current series was chosen as the system response. For each value
of the parameter D, the differential equations were solved in the
analog part and the performance index evaluated in the digital part.
An HOI program was written to set up the parameter values and to
evaluate the performance index. The value of D was varied from

20 meters to 100 meters in steps of 5 meters; and it was found that
the performance index had a minimum value at D = 45 meters. For
D = 45 meters, Ekmant s formula for the depth of frictional influence
gave a value of A = 103 cm 2/sec (the range of values of A given in

Sverdrup, Johnson and Fleming [22] is from 1 to 1000 cm2 /sec).
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Evaluation of the Model Performance Using
Optimum Value of Eddy Viscosity Coefficient

To determine the response of the model for optimum value of
eddy viscosity coefficient A obtained in the pr evious section, a computer

simulation of the drift currents was carried out using this value of A.
The spectral density functions of the currents were also calculated.
Figure 17 shows the spectral density function of the east-west com-

ponent of the simulated current at 14 meter level. It is clear from

this figure that the major contributions to the power spectrum are
from frequencies close to zero frequency where the spectral density

function has the maximum value. Minor peaks exist at 0.028, 0.042,
inertial frequency of 0.057 and at 0.08 cycle per hour.
Comparing the simulated current spectrum given in Figure 17

with the measured current spectrum (with semidiurnal tidal component filtered out) at the same level, it is seen that both spectra
have their maximum peak at zero frequency. That is, at zero

frequency both the simulated current and the filtered current are

linearly related to the wind stress since the wind stress spectral
components (Figures 8b and 9b) also have their maximum peak at

zero frequency. However, there are differences in the frequencies
corresponding to the minor peaks. For example, in the simulated

spectrum, there is a distinct peak at 0.042 cycle per hour, whereas
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Figure 17. Spectral density function of the E-W computed current at 14 meters using
the optimum value of eddy viscosity coefficient.
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in the filtered spectrum there is no noticeable peak at this frequency.
Although both spectra show minor peaks at inertial frequency of

0.057 cycle per hour, this peak is more prominent in the simulated
one. Also due to filtering, the spectral density is zero for fre-

quencies above 0.07 cycle per hour in the measured current spec-

trum, whereas in the simulated there is a minor peak corresponding
to 0.08 cycle per hour. Notice that the spectral density variations
in the simulated spectrum closely follow the variations in the wind

stress spectrum because of the linearity of the model, whereas the
measured current spectrum does not show such linear relationship.
The variance of the filtered current series (19.5 cm. 2 /sec 2) was
found to be higher than the simulated one (13. 95 cm2 /sec ) indicating

that the average power in the measured spectrum is higher than the
simulated one.

The reasons for the differences in the simulated and observed
spectral density functions may be summarized as follows:

(1) Available data series (512 hours) is of relatively small
duration and is not sufficient to obtain a detailed picture of the
various oscillating components, especially when one finds that the
current components have very low frequency of oscillations.

(2) Filtering of the semidiurnal tidal component. also affects

the spectral density figures. The frequency components of the ob-

served currents are very close together and any filtering requires
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a sharp cut-off characteristic for the filter. This means a large number of filter weights are necessary and as pointed out earlier in the
section on filtering (see equation (23)), the number of data points in

the filtered series is reduced by the number of filter weights used.

This data reduction affects the results of the spectral analysis.
(3) The wind stress was determined from the wind speed using
the relationship given in equation (14). Although this empirical rela-

tionship is widely used for wind stress calculation, it is still an
approximate estimate of the actual wind stress in the real ocean.
(4) In the mathematical model the ocean was considered as

initially at rest; whereas in the real ocean, the initial conditions would
have been non-zero due to currents generated by winds and other forces

prior to the beginning of the time series measurements. The assumption of zero initial conditions would not have affected the results if the

duration of the data were sufficiently large. However in the parameter
estimation scheme which minimized the sum of the squared error

between the observed and simulated currents, the phase difference
would cause an error in the estimated value of D.
(5) The thermoclinic effect considered in the model is only an
approximation of the real situation. As can be seen from the hydro-

graphic data (Figure 7), there is no sharp separation between the
surface layer and the bottom layer, as assumed in the model.
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(6) Also the mathematical model used in the present simulation

is linear, whereas in the ocean non-linear interactions can cause
oscillating current components having frequencies different from those
obtained from the model.
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The work described in this dissertation is concerned with the
application of a hybrid computer in the simulation of wind-driven ocean

currents. The mathematical theory of drift currents developed by
Ekman formed the basis of the computer simulation. However, Ekman
considered a homogeneous ocean from surface to bottom, whereas in

the present study a two layer ocean was considered with the water in
the lower layer being denser than the upper layer and the two water

masses separated by the thermocline. Since the wind effect is predominantly in the upper layer, the simulation study was confined to

this region.
As a first step in the development of the computer model, the

drift equations were solved for the theoretical case of a step-function
wind and uniform eddy viscosity coefficient. To obtain a computer

representation of the original partial differential equations in the model,
they were converted into ordinary differential-difference equations by

using a simple difference scheme in which the partial derivatives with

respect to the space variable z was replaced by finite difference
approximations and the time variable was treated as continuous. The
computer results showed good agreement with the analytical solution
obtained by Hidaka.

Having tested the computer model, further simulation study was
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conducted using time-series measurements of wind and current

velocities taken concurrently from a fixed buoy. A wind stress time
series generated from the wind speed record was used as input to the
computer model. Due to uncertainty in the value of the eddy viscosity

coefficient in the model an arbitrary value was chosen as a first
approximation. Two different bottom boundary conditions, one with

zero drift velocity (as in Ekman [7]) and the other with zero gradient
velocity (as in Gone lla [14] ) were considered in the simulation model.

It was found that there was no significant change in the forced responses
using either of the two boundary conditions while their natural responses

were different. The zero velocity boundary condition showed more
amplitude of oscillations at the inertial frequency. Digital spectral

analysis was used in analysing the results of the simulation.
A comparison with the measured current at this stage of the

simulation was not possible, because the spectral analysis of the
current data revealed the presence of both the semidiurnal and diruna.1

tidal components in the current meter records with the former having

a more significant effect on the measured currents.than the latter.
So these components had to be filtered out to make comparisons with

the simulated current. Spectral analysis of the wind stress data
series showed that it also had an oscillating component corresponding
to the diurnal frequency which made it impossible to effectively separate the drift component from the tidal component corresponding to the
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diurnal frequency. There was no significant fluctuation in the wind

stress spectrum to the semidiurnal tidal frequency. Also the eastwest component had less influence from the diurnal tidal component

compared to the north-south component. So this current component
was chosen for comparison. with the simulated current. Its semi-

diurnal tidal component was filtered out using a low pass digital filter.
Spectrum of the filtered series showed maximum peak at zero
frequency whereas in the simulated spectrum using the eddy viscosity

coefficient chosen as a first approximation, maximum peak was at the
frequency corresponding to the coriolis parameter showing that the
response was highly oscillatory and that the value of A chosen was
too low.

The favorable feature of the hybrid computer in carrying out
parameter estimation was taken advantage of in determining the opti-

mum value of the eddy viscosity coefficient. A search technique which
minimized the sum of the squared error between the computed and

measured current was used to obtain the best estimate of the eddy

viscosity coefficient. A spectral analysis of the simulated current
using the optimum value of A showed that the maximum peak of the

power spectrum was at zero frequency just as in the case of the

filtered series. However there were differences in frequencies corresponding to minor peaks. The reasons for the differences were
discussed in the last chapter.
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The applicability of the hybrid computer in the simulation of

wind-driven ocean currents was investigated in this dissertation.
The conclusions drawn from the results of the simulation study can
be stated as follows:
(1) It was found possible to represent the mathematical model on

the hybrid computer by simple difference approximations. The results

for the theoretical case of a step-function wind agreed quite well
with the analytical solution when step-size limits were not exceeded.
The main advantages of the difference scheme employed for the simu-

lation study was the stability of the solutions and its programming
simplicity. The accuracy of the solutions was found to depend on the
step - size of the space variable. The following formula, based on the

results for the step-function wind, can be given to estimate the num-

ber of grid points required for reasonably accurate results:
Number of grid points =

x8

.

The step-size is obtained by dividing H by the number of grid points.

It should be pointed out here that the formula gives a conservative

estimate for the number of grid points. In instances where only

moderately accurate results are required, a value of 6 (which gives
a lower limit) instead of 8 may be used.

(2) The simulation study showed the difficulties in correlating
Ekman1s theory with the behavior of the real ocean. The major
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problem in this study was the presence of tidal components superim-

posed on the wind-driven currents. Since the frequencies of the tidal
components were very close to those of the wind-driven components,

a complete separation of the two current components by filtering was
not possible. Although the major tidal influence from one of the

current data series was filtered out, the filtering process reduced
the number of data points in the time series. This reduction affected
the accuracy of the spectral analysis subsequently used for com-

paring the measured and simulated currents. The nearness of the
coast and the variations in the intensity of wind stress across the
surface of the ocean would also contribute to the differences between

the measured and simulated currents.
(3) In the simulation study, the eddy viscosity coefficient was

considered as constant from surface to bottom. However, the computer model is also capable of easily treating depth varying eddy
viscosity coefficient, by changing coefficient values for the integrator
inputs.

(4) The parameter estimation procedure used for determining
the value of the eddy viscosity coefficient in the model showed how

unknown parameters can be quickly estimated using hybrid simulation. The estimation scheme took advantage of one of the outstanding

features of the hybrid computer, namely its ability to solve the
differential equations rapidly thus allowing many simulation runs to
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be carried out in a short duration of time for changes in parameter
values. After incorporating the tidal effects into the model, it will

be possible to extend the parameter estimation scheme to allow
variations in both the eddy viscosity coefficient and wind stress values

to get a better match between the observed and simulated currents.
(5) In dealing with complex dynamic systems such as the one

encountered in the present study, it is almost impossible to get
useful information about the dynamic behavior of the variables in

the system by time domain analysis alone. The spectral analysis
used in the simulation was found to be a powerful tool in getting more

insight into the nature of the system. The major frequency components in the measured and simulated currents were determined using

the spectral analysis. The estimation of the eddy viscosity coefficient,
which was done in the time domain in the present work, could also

be carried out in the frequency domain by minimizing the error
between the spectral density functions of the observed and simulated

currents. The loss in phase information due to lack of knowledge
in the initial conditions as well as due to the processing of the data
would have affected the results of the parameter estimation procedure
in the time domain. However this lack in phase information would not
affect the results of the optimization scheme in the frequency domain,
where the objective is to match the measured and computed spectral

density function at the frequencies of interest. A performance index
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similar to the one used in the time domain optimization with some
modifications could be used in the minimization scheme for the spectral density function. Instead of minimizing the sum of the squared

error between the spectra, a weighted sum of the squared error
between the two spectral density functions can be minimized by giving

more weights to the frequencies at which close agreement between

spectral density functions are required.

(6) In order to get reliable spectra of the various oscillating
current components, the duration of the available data series should
be longer than what was available for use in the present study. The

data reduction and the filtering processes would cause a loss in phase
information from the original data. This loss is undesirable when
comparisons are made between the observed and simulated currents.
(7) The computer model is also capable of handling data in

analog form. Usually the measurements are first recorded as analog
signals on magnetic tapes and they can be directly used without any

processing thus avoiding the digitization and other data reduction

procedures associated with the digital signal processing.
(8) Although only the wind-driven circulation confined to the

surface layer of the ocean was considered in the present work, the
simulation could be extended to study deeper circulation as well. In
the computer model this amounts to using different sets of boundary
conditions and potentiometer coefficient values.
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(9) To extend the simulation study to deeper layers, the number
of grid points required for implementing the difference scheme used

here will be quite high, necessitating a large number of analog components. However recent advances in hybrid simulation techniques

[1, 17, 37] have made it possible to solve partial differential equations
using a limited number of high speed analog components for integration
and employing the digital computer for function storage and playback.

Even though the programming simplicity of the difference scheme used

in the present study will be lost, it will be necessary to use this time
sharing of analog components in simulations requiring large numbers
of grid points.

(10) Finally, as pointed out by Veronis [34], the parameter
values in the mathematical models describing the oceanic circulation

are not well known. As shown in the present work, the hybrid computer can be a valuable tool in estimating the values of these parameters, thus enhancing our knowledge about the air-sea interaction.
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APPENDIX A. Hybrid Computer Programming for the

Simulation of Wind-Driven Ocean Currents

This appendix gives a description of the programming effort

that was involved in simulating the wind-driven ocean currents.

The listings of the programs used in the simulation study are given
in Appendix B.

As already mentioned in Chapter II, the simulation was carried
out on Electronic Associates, Inc., 690 hybrid computer system in
the Simulation Laboratory of the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering at Oregon State University. This is a mediumsized hybrid computing system and consists of an EAI .680 analog

computer, an EAI 640 digital computer and an EAI 693 data interface.

The unit is complete in itself with hybrid software and display

devices which permit good man/machine interaction and therefore is

very suited for simulation studies.
The software consists of a programming language called HOI

(Hytran Operations Interpreter), which provides conversational pro-

gramming facilities and a variety of hybrid execution modes. Many

of its features are similar to FORTRAN, but it is more convenient
to use in hybrid computations. This is mainly due to its hybrid com-

munication facilities and its special execution modes for checking

out the analog programs. A description of the language is given in
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reference [ 8 ]. Franklin and Strauss [13] give a good account of
the procedure and languages used in hybrid computer programming.
The major steps involved in the hybrid computer program-

ming of the drift equations were illustrated in the block diagram of
Figure 1. Implementation of the first three steps, which consisted
in obtaining an analog computer representation (Fig. 2) of the

original mathematical model was carried out in Chapter II.
The fourth step, the digital check of analog program was to

insure that the analog diagram truly represented the set of equations
given in the mathematical model. To perform the digital check,
the interconnection of the analog diagram (given in Fig 2) had to be

coded in an intelligible form for the digital computer. Standard HOI
programming procedures [8 ] were followed in preparing the digital

programs required for this purpose. The programs for the off-line
check (given in Appendix B) performed the following operations:

(1) Defined values of analog program constants, parameters
and initial conditions.

(2) Calculated the potentiometer coefficients,
(3) Computer static check values for all analog components
using the values defined in (1).
(4) For each component its expected output based on the analog

interconnection diagram was compared to the theoretical output
obtained in (3). If these values were not the same an error in the
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analog program for that component was indicated.

The inherent hybrid addressing nature of HOI made the im-

plementation of the digital programs for the off-line check a

straight forward and simple process.
After the digital check of the analog program was completed,

the analog diagram was wired up on the patch panel and was set up on
the analog computer for an on-line check. The HOI programs already

prepared for defining the problem constants and parameters were

used to set the potentiometer coefficients in the analog circuit. Probbably, the most significant use of HOI was the automated check-out of
the analog computer set-up and operation. In this phase of the simulation, the actual output of each analog component was compared with
the calculated output of the component as specified by the analog In-

terconnection diagram. If any fault occurred due to either in the
patching or component malfunction, the HOI program would have

printed out an error message giving the location of the fault. This
check-out gave more confidence in the solutions obtained from the
computer. The same programs which were used for the off-line

check were used to perform the on-line check of the analog computer
set-up. The only difference was in the execution mode. For the online check the programs were executed in a hybrid mode, whereas
in the off-line they were executed in the digital mode.
Having completed the off-line and on-line digital checks of the
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hybrid programs, the next step was to carry out the simulation study.

For the test case of step-function wind stress, the unit step was
available in the analog section itself. Using this as input to the
integrator which computed Vo in Figure 2, the computer was put

in the operate mode and the results were recorded on strip-chart
recorders and X-Y plotters. These results were discussed in
Chapter II.

For obtaining the response of the computer model to the time-

series wind stress data, the same programs used for the stepfunction case were used with changes only in the parameter values.
These changes were easily made by typing in new values in the part
(part number 12 in Appendix B) which defined the problem constants

and parameters. The wind stress data series were in digital form
and were stored in paper tapes and they had to be converted into

analog signals using digital to analog converters. An executive
control program (given as part number 1 in Appendix B) was

written to transfer these data from the digital computer to the
analog section and to output the results on display devices and paper

tapes for analysis purposes. This program automated the operation
of the hybrid computer.
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APPENDIX B. Listings of Hybrid Computer Programs
Used in the Simulation Study

The HOI programs used in the simulation of wind-driven ocean

currents were prepared according to the standard programming procedure described in the EAI reference manual [8].

Table

2

sum-

marizes the functions of individual part numbers used in the simulation.
Table

2.

Functions of HOI Part Numbers Used in the Simulation.

Part numbers

Function

Groups Individual

parts

Mathematical Model Representation

12-13
12

Definition of parameters, scale factors and
test initial conditions

13

Differential equations
Theoretical Static Checks by Analog

21-23

Components
21

22
23

31-33
31

32
33

Potentiometer coefficients
Derivatives
Amplifiers
Connection Statements
Potentiometer Outputs
Derivatives
Amplifiers
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Mathematical Model Representation

HOI program given in Part 12 shown in Figure B-1 calculated

the parameter values, scale factors and test initial conditions.
The parameter values given here were the ones used in the test
case of a step-function wind described in Chapter II. For a simu-

lation run using a different set of parameter values, all that was
required was to type in new parameter values in the statement
numbers corresponding to the old ones. So the same statement

numbers were used for the simulation study described in Chapter IV

with the necessary changes in parameter values.

The drift equations are represented by the statements in
Part 13.
Potentiometer Coefficient Values

The statements in Part 21, shown in Figure B-2 calculated
the values of the analog potentiometers. They were also used to

set the potentiometer values from the digital computer in the hybrid
mode.

The step numbers in the statements of Part 21 correspond

to the potentiometer numbers given in the analog interconnection
diagram shown in Figure 2, (Chapter II). For example, statement

number 21.001 calculates and sets the value of the potentiometer
number 1 in the analog interconnection diagram. Notice that the
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12.010
12.020
12.030
12.031
12.040
12.041
12.050
12.051
12.060
12.070
12.075
12.076
12.080
12.090
12.091
12.100
12.101
12.110
12.111
12.120
12. 130
12. 140
12. 150

12.155

12.160
12.170
12.180
13.001
13.010
13.020
13.030
13.040
13.050
13.060
13.070
13.080
13.090
13.100
13.110
13.120

Parameters"
Grid=6.
R0=1.

"RO is the density of water in gram/ cm3

"

.

W= .000072.

"W is the earth's rotation rate in radians/sec".
PHI=. 785397.

"PHI is the latitude in radians"
D=50.
H=50.
TY=1.
TX=0.

DELZ=H/ GRID
F C =2*W*SI N (PHI)

"FC is the coriolis parameter".
A= (Dt2*FC)/ (2*3.1415912).

"A is the eddy viscosity coefficient".
BETA=6*FC/3. 14159.

"BETA= is the time scale factor".
ALFA= A/ (10*BETA*DELZt2)
GAMA ALFA*2.

F=FC/BETA.
SURF=2/ (10000*BETA*DELZ*R0).

"ALFA, GAMA, SURF and Fare time-scaled
potentiometer coefficient values".
"Test initial conditions":
UO=. 1, U1=. 1,U2=. 1, U3=. 05, U4=. 05, U5=. 05.
VO=. 1, V1=. 1, V2=. 1, , V3=. 05, j V4=. 05, V5=. 05.

"Drift Equations"
UODT=F*VO+GAMA*(U1 -U0)+SURF*TX
VODT=-F*U0+GAMA*(V1-V0)+SURF*TY.
U1DT=F*V1+ALFA*(U2-2.0*U1 +U0).

V1DT=-F*Ul+ALFA*(V2-2.0*V1+V0).
U2DT=V*V2-FALFA*(U3-2. 0*U2+U1).
V2DT = -F *U2 +ALFA *(V3 -2. 0 *V2 +V1).
U3DT= F *V3 +ALFA*(U4 -2. 0 *U3 +U2).

V3DT=-F*U3+ALFA*(V4-2.0*V3+V2).
U4DT=F*V4+ALFA*(U5-2. 0*U4+U3).
V4DT= -F*U4+ALFA*(Y5-2.0*V4+ V3)

U5DT=F*V5+ALFA*(-2.0*U5+U4).
V5DT=-F*U5+ALFA*(-2.0*V5+V4).

Figure B-1. Representation of Mathematical Model by HOI Programs.
(Statements within quotation marks are explanatory comments. )
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21. 001
21. 002
21. 003
21. 004
21. 005
21. 006
21. 007
21. 008
21. 009
21. 010
21. 012
21. 016
21. 018
21. 030
21. 031
21. 032
21. 033
21. 034
21. 035
21. 036
21. 037
21. 038
21. 040
21. 042
21. 046
21. 060
21. 061
21. 062
21. 064
21. 065

00001=F
0C002=GAMA
0C003=ALFA
0C004=ALFA
00005=F
0C006=GAMA
0C007=ALFA
0C008=ALFA
0C009=GAMA
00010=F
0C012=GAMA
00016=F
0C018=ALFA
00030=F
0C031=ALFA
0C032=GAMA
0C033=SURF
0C034=GAMA
0C035=SURF

21.067

00067=F
0C069=ALFA
00070=F
00072=. 3

21. 069
21. 070

21.072
21. 091
21. 092
21. 094
21. 095

21.097
21. 100
21. 102
21. 200

00036=F
0C037=GAMA
0C038=ALFA
0C040=GAMA
0C042=ALFA
0C046=ALFA

00060=F
0C061=ALLFA
0C062=GAMA
0C064=GAMA
0C065=ALFA

0009.1 =ALFA

00092=F
00094=F
00095=. 3
00097 =.3
0C100=ALFA
0C102=. 3

00000=F

Figure B-2. HOI statements to calculate and set potentiometer
values.
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potentiometer coefficient values were determined in Part 12.*

Therefore no changes in Part 21 were required for a simulation
run using a different set of parameter values. Also note that four
potentiometers (00072, 00095, 00097 and 0C102) have fixed

values of 0.3. These are the potentiometers in the first-order

filters used to smooth the input wind stress data.
Static Check Values of Integrator Derivatives and Amplifier Outputs

The statements in Parts 22 and 23 shown in Figure B-3
computed the static check values of integrator derivatives and
amplifier outputs. The terms used in calculating these quantities

were obtained from those assigned in Part 12 and the computed

derivatives in Part 13.
Connection Statements

The interconnection of the analog components in the analog

diagram (Fig. 2) was specified by the statements in Part 31 to

Part 33, as shown in Figure B-4. In the figure, part 31 corresponded to the potentiometer outputs. The inputs to the integrators

were specified by Part 32 and the amplifier connection statements

were represented by Part 33.
*The analog interconnection diagram (Figure 2) was drawn for
a time scale factor of 10-4 which made the potentiometer coefficients corresponding to the coriolis parameter f equal to unity.

22. 002
22. 005
22. 007
22. 010
22. 012
22. 030
22. 035
22. 040
22. 060
22. 065
22. 095
22. 200

OD002=-VODT
OD005=- U1DT
OD007=-V1DT
OD010=-U2DT
OD012=-V2DT
OD030=-U3DT
OD035=-V3DT
OD040= -V5DT
OD060= -U4DT
OD065=-V4DT
OD095=-U5DT
OD000=-UODT

23. 001
23. 002
23. 004
23. 005
23. 006
23. 007
23. 009
23. 010
23. 012
23. 016
23. 030
23. 031
23. 034
23. 035
23. 036
23. 040
23. 046
23. 060
23. 061
23. 062
23. 064
23. 065
23. 066
23. 069

0A001=-VO
0A002=VO

0A004=-ALFA*U0
0A005=U1
0A006 = -V1

0A007=V1

0A009=-ALFA*U1
0A010=U2
0A012=V2
0A016=-V2
0A030=113
0A031 = -U3
0A034= -LAMA* V1

0A035=V3
0A036=-V3
0A040=V5
0A046=-U2
0A060=U4
0A061 = -U4
OA062=-SURF ,',=TX

OA064=-SURF*TY
0A065=V4

23.091

0A066 = -V4
0A069= -GAMA*U1
0A091= -U5

23. 095
23. 096
23. 200

0A095=U5
0A096=-V5
0A000=U0

Figure B-3. Theoretical values of integrator derivatives and
amplifier outputs.
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31.001
31.002
31.003
31.004
31.005
31.006
31.007
31.008
31.009
31.010
31.012
31.016
31.018
31.030
31.031
31.032
31.033
31.034
31.035
31.036
31.037
31.038
31.040
31.042
31.046
31.060
31.061
31. 062
31. 064
31. 065
31. 067
31. 069
31. 070
31. 091

31.092
31.094
31.100
31.200

OP001=0C001*0A001

0P002=00002*0A000
0P003=00003*0A001
0P004=00004*0A000
0P005=00005*0A005
0P006=00006*0A007
0P007=00007*0A005
0P008=00008*0A006
0P009=00009*0A005
OP010=0C010*0A010
0P012=00012*0A010
0P016=00016*0A006
0P018=00018*0A016
0P030=00030*0A030
0P031=00031*0A031
0P032=00032*0A030
0P033=0C033*TX
0P034=00034*0A002
0P035=0C035*TY
0P036=00036*0A036
0P037=00037*0A035
0P038=00038*0A036
0P040=00040*0A012
0P042=00042*0A096
0P046=00046*0A046
0P060=00060*0A060
OP061=0C061*0A061
0P062=00062*0A060
0P064=00064*0A065
0P065=00065*0A066
0P067=00067*0A066
0P069=00069*0A040
0P070= 0A016*00070
0P091=00091*0A091
0P092=00092*0A095
0P094=00094*0A096
OP100= OC100 *0A095
OP000= 00000 *OA000

Continued
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32. 002
32. 005
32. 007
32. 010
32. 012
32. 030
32. 035
32. 040
32. 060
32. 065
32. 095
32. 200

OD002=0P000+0A064+10*(0A034+0P034)
0D005=0P016+10*(0A004+0P046+0P009)
0D007=0P005+10*(0P003+0P018+0P006)
OD010=0P070+10*(0A009+0P031+0P012)
OD012=0P010+10*(0P038+0P008+0P040)
0D030=0P036+10*(0P046+0P061+0P032)
0D035=0P030+10*(0P018+0P065+0P037)
0D040=0P092+10*(0P065+0P069)
0D060=0P067+10*(0P031+0P091+0P062)
0D065=0P060+10*(0P038+0P042+0P064)
0D095=0P094+10*(0P061+0P100)
OD000=0P001+10*(0A069+0P002)

33. 001
33. 002
33. 004
33. 005
33. 006
33. 007
33. 009
33. 010
33. 012
33. 016
33. 030
33. 031
33. 034
33. 035
33. 036
33. 040
33. 046
33. 060
33. 061
33. 962
33. 964
33. 965
33. 066
33. 069
33. 091
33. 095
33. 096
33. 200

0A001=-(0A002)
0A002=1

0A004=-0P004
0A005=1
0A006=-0A007
OA007=1

0A009=-0P007
0A010=1
0A012=1
0A016=-0A012
0A030=1

0A031=-0A030
0A034=-0P006
0A035=1

0A036=-0A935
0A040=1

0A046=-(0A010)
0A060=1
0A061=-(0A060)
0A062=-0P033
0A964=-(0P035)
0A065=1

0A966=-(0A065)
0A069=-(0P009)
0A091=-0A095
0A095=1

0A096=-(0A940)
0A0007--1

Figure B-4. HOI representation of the analog interconnection
diagram.
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Performing Off-Line Digital Check

The HOI programs described above were used to perform the
digital check of the analog program. These programs were stored

in paper tapes and were executed in a direct execution mode due to

the limited core capacity of the digital computer. In the direct
execution mode there was no need to store the various parts of the
HOI program in the computer memory, instead they were executed

directly as they were read in. Each part was read in by typing
in a command "@P, INPUT; ", where @P stand for 'at high speed

paper tape reader'. Figure B-5 shows the order in which various
Parts were executed. In performing the off-line check only the
digital portion of the hybrid computer was used.
On-Line Set Up and Check-Out of Analog Model

The On-Line check of the analog model was done to make sure

that the analog circuit was correctly patched and that all analog components were working properly. For this purpose the patch panel

containing the circuit shown in Figure 2 (Chapter II) was inserted
into the analog portion of the hybrid computer. The same HOI

programs which were used for Off-Line check were again utilized

to perform the On-Line set-up and check-out. However, now these
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SET THE HYBRID COMPUTER IN
DIRECT EXECUTION MODE WITH
ANALOG COMPUTER OFF-LINE

READ IN PARAMETER VALUES

(PART 12)

INPUT POTENTIOMETER COEFFICIENT
VALUES (PART 21)

INPUT AMPLIFIER VALUES

(PART 23)

READ IN POT OUTPUT VALUES

(PART 31)
INPUT DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

(PART 13)

READ IN DERIVATIVES

(PART 22)

SET THE COMPUTER IN
VERIFICATION MODE

READ IN DERIVATIVE VALUES (PART 32)

1
INPUT AMPLIFIER STATEMENTS (PART 33)

OFF-LINE CHECK
COMPLETE

Figure B-5. Block diagram showing the order of execution of the HOT programs to perform
the off-line check.
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programs were executed in a hybrid mode as opposed to the digital
mode for the Off-Line check. The HOI programs were again exe-

cuted in a direct execution mode thus using minimum core in the
computer.

The block diagram in Figure B-6 shows the sequence of

execution of various HOI programs to perform the On-Line check.
SET THE COMPUTER IN DIRECT EXECUTION MODE WITH
ANALOG COMPUTER ON-LINE

INPUT PROBLEM CONSTANTS AND PARAMETERS (PART 12)

1
SET THE COMPUTER IN POT SET MODE. INPUT PART 21.

J,
SET THE COMPUTER IN POT CHECK MODE AND INPUT PART 21 TO
VERIFY POT COEFFICIENT VALUES

SET COMPUTER IN STATIC TEST MODE INPUT PART 31 TO
CHECK POT OUTPUTS

READ IN PART 33 TO CHECK AMPLIFIER OUTPUTS

INPUT PART 32 TO VERIFY DERIVATIVE VALUES

ON-LINE CHECK
COMPLETE

Figure B-6. Block diagram showing sequence of operations to perform On-Line set-up and
check-out of the analog model given in Figure 2 (Chapter II).
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HOI Program to Perform Simulation Study Using Time-Series
Wind Stress Data
As described in Chapter IV an HOI program was written in

input the wind stress data series to the computer model and to

store the results on paper tapes for analysis purposes. This
program which automates the operation of the hybrid computer

is given in Figure B-7.
1.001
1.010
1.030
1.031
1.035
1.040

"Put computer in initial condition mode"
@IC, M;
NF

"NF is the number of points in the time-series"
ODA01=0
ODA02=0

1. 041

"Above two steps initialises D/A converters"

1.050
1.067
1.070
1.080
1.082
1.085
1.086

pD, @P, I;

1, 090

OSL01,? 1. 10.

1.091
1.095
1.100

"1.090 tests the sense line"
1.09.

1. 110
1. 111
1. 120
1. 130
1. 150

I=0

"INPUT STRESS": HALT:
@OP, M;

"Now the computer is in operate mode"
SL1 =OSLO1

" Statement 1.085 resets the sense line 1"

"TX and TY are wind stress components"
ODA02=TX/ 10
ODA01=TY/ 10
SL2=0SLO2

1.160

OSLO2? 1.18.

1. 170

1.180

1. 16.
I=z7NF ? HALT:

1. 195

@P, 0:

1.200
1.201
1.202
1.205
1.206
1.230

1=1+1, CX=OAD02, CY=OADO3

"CX and CY are simulated current components"
"OADO2 and OADO3 correspond to A/D converters 2 and 3"
$N1, CX, CY:
"The above step prints out the computed current values"
1.085.

Figure B-7. HOI program to input the wind stress data series and to automate the operation of the
hybrid computer. ( Statements within quotation marks are explanatory comments. )

